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Warm, funny, and memorable musings on a life spent fishing.With this eclectic collection of
personal essays taking him from his childhood haunts along the industrial Niagara River of the
1960s to Alaska and the saltwater flats of the Caribbean, Richard Chiappone elongates the
fishing-writing genre, suggesting that he finds almost anything a fisherman does interesting?
anything but the actual fishing.In one piece, he gets no farther than the curb outside his upstate
New York childhood home, futilely waiting for his ride to the rivers of his dreams. In another
account he describes an afternoon, standing in a midwinter snow bank, casting to house cats.
With humor and self-skewering wit, Chiappone admits he can’t cast very well, ties some of the
ugliest flies in the world, and spent nineteen years of his life trying to catch a permit.The essays,
both funny and touching, reveal him as a writer of stark contradictions: a man who despises
winter and loves living in Alaska; who laments having spent half his life just downstream from the
infamous Love Canal, and simultaneously remembers those years with elegiac fondness. Lifting
his gaze past the tip of his fly rod, and beyond the river and the fish all the way into his own
heart, he portrays everything from a sentimental memory of his mother to his doubts about the
adequacy of his grief over a dead daughter, making this compilation a kind of memoir in linked
essays?a fisherman’s life examined.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of
books for fishermen. Our books for anglers include titles that focus on fly fishing, bait fishing, fly-
casting, spin casting, deep sea fishing, and surf fishing. Our books offer both practical advice on
tackle, techniques, knots, and more, as well as lyrical prose on fishing for bass, trout, salmon,
crappie, baitfish, catfish, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
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is a boy painting a fence,an endless white picket snake,shedding its aging skin.His mind drifts to
the river at the end of the street,wide and long, and thick with fish—waitingfor a boy with a rod
and reel, a can of worms.He doesn’t see his mother at the clothesline,the wooden clothespin
clenched in her teeth,can’t see her aching hip, her elbow, back.But she sees him—her firstborn
—staring over the fence,already on the water, paintbrush drying in the sun.And she says—
Richard, go on. Go ahead, honey. Go fish.To my folks, Chip and Clara.Every child should be so
lucky.Table of ContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionPART I—ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE
CANAL1. Liar’s Code2. The Blue Pike Blues3. This Boy’s Bait4. Perfect: A Fly Tier’s
Beginnings5. The King and IPART II—INTO THE WOODS6. Oblivious7. Egg-Sucking
Everything8. The Last Fish9. It Takes a Thief10. The Killing Season11. Requiem for a River
Bend12. The Winter FacePART III—IF YOU WILL PERMIT13. Anything but Mercy14. Adiós,
Señor Permit15. The Man Who Mistook His Vacation for a Fishing Trip16. The Trevally Ripped
Our Flesh!17. Slamming Cuba18. The Angler in WinterAcknowledgmentsMany thanks to the
editors of the following publications, where these essays appeared previously:Anchorage Press:
“Oblivious” (as “‘Rich! Bear!’”), “The Killing Season,” “It Takes a Thief,” “The Last Fish,” “The Man
Who Mistook His Vacation for a Fishing Trip” (as “Southern Exposure”).The Drake: “Perfect” (as
“The Feather”).Fly Rod and Reel: “Requiem for a River Bend.”Gray’s Sporting Journal: “Anything
But Mercy,” “The Blue Pike Blues,” “Egg-Sucking Everything,” “Liar’s Code,” “The Winter Face,”
“Trevally Ripped Our Flesh.”MidCurrent: “Adiós, Señor Permit.”Sporting Classics: “Slamming
Cuba,” “This Boy’s Bait.”Made of Salmon: Alaska Stories from The Salmon Project, University of
Alaska Press, 2016: “The King and I.”Some were also included in Opening Days: A Fly
Fisherman Writes, Barclay Creek Press, 2010.And personal thanks to the friends who offered
such good advice, help, and endless support for this and other projects: Jim Anker, Jim Babb,
Scott Banks, Bob Bundy, Anne Coray, Pete Garay, Ann Keffer, Tom Kizzia, Mary Langham,



Nancy Lord, Trish Manney, Jo-Ann Mapson, Linda Martin, Ed Murphy, Bill Rice, Zack Rogow,
Judith Schnell, Teresa Sundmark, Miranda Weiss. With a special nod to Jay Cassell, whose idea
this book was.Finally, special thanks to Lin Hampson—always my first reader, always most
trusted.IntroductionTHE PERSONAL ESSAYS COLLECTED HERE were written over a period of
about fifteen years and published in a half dozen journals, both regional and national. Some
appeared in a previous book. In compiling them for this collection it became clear that they
basically comprised a memoir in linked stories—stories from my life. Although I have also been a
father, a construction worker (for nearly forty years), a working musician, a watercolor artist, a
writer, and a college professor, this is an account of my life as a fisherman in three vastly
different parts of the world.The pieces are therefore organized into three groups. The first section
portrays my childhood along the Niagara River, learning to fish in conditions that were less than
idyllic (to say the least), and dreaming about one day moving to the Great North Woods. The
second group involves reaching that goal as well as moving to Alaska in my early thirties, a huge
change in scene from the industrial environs where I spent the first half of my life. The last
section reflects my late-in-life, ongoing infatuation with tropical saltwater fishing, another wildly
disparate environment, and about as far from both Alaska and the Rust Belt as it’s possible to
get.F. Scott Fitzgerald famously said that there are no second acts in American lives. He just
didn’t live long enough to audition for his next role.—Rich Chiappone, August 2015PART IAll You
Need Is Love CanalCHAPTER 1Liar’s CodeBEING FISHERMEN, MY FRIENDS AND I were all
great liars. We fibbed about the monster perch caught in the Niagara River at the end of our
street when none of the other kids were around. We jacked up the number of bullheads or
sunnies hauled in on family vacations, far from the neighborhood. Fish that got away ballooned
with each telling, like the river’s algae blooms in August. All honest “stretchers,” as Huck would
have it. And we never called each other on them. We never would.Deceit is in my blood. My
grandfather once told me about being a young man in Sicily, playing cards with his friends.
“Everybody knew everybody at the table was cheating,” he said. Then he paused, as
grandfathers will when dispensing wisdom. “But nobody said anything!” He smiled at the
memory and added, nostalgically, “Of course everybody had a knife.”In our neighborhood, the
liar’s code worked the same way, except without the weapons. And, really, who was hurt by our
endless fish tales?Then came ninth grade, when Catholic boys were seined from every junior
high in the city to attend Bishop Duffy High School, and all rules were off. There I met Kelleher,
who was from a different world, and a different class of liars altogether.Kelleher and I were the
two smallest boys in a school known for its gigantic football goons of Irish, Italian, and Polish
extraction. Those monsters bounced us off the walls like mice in a cattle car, used us for target
practice in dodgeball, swung us on the gym-class ropes like pet monkeys. Too small to go out for
any team, we nursed our wounds at the bus stop after school, while the varsity gorillas stayed
late stomping school spirit into each other in the practice-field mud. When Kelleher and I
discovered our shared love of fishing, the stories began.Kelleher had the weary face of an old
man, with eyes set darkly in deep sockets and further shadowed by a hint of pained experience



a kid our age shouldn’t have known; somehow this gave his every story credibility. He lived in the
inner city, far from the river, and shouldn’t have known a thing about fishing, but his father owned
a cabin in the Allegheny Mountains, south of Buffalo, which, compared to my home waters, the
fetid industrial Niagara, was like owning a boat on the River Spey or a floatplane in Alaska.He
told me about a huge brown trout lurking in the unnamed creek on their property, a fish so old
and wise it wouldn’t take a hooked live sculpin in the middle of the night, though it had once
made a move on a Mepps Spinner he’d offered.“I could see halfway down its throat,” he said as
we waited for his bus. Kelleher made a circle with both thumbs and forefingers to show me the
size of the trout’s mouth. “That fish’ll go eight pounds, easy.” The manic barks of the football
coach and the pained grunts of clashing linemen hung in the damp September air. Kelleher’s
bus pulled up.“So what happened?” I asked, as he shouldered his book bag and took out his
token.“Struck too fast. Reflexes. Yanked the spinner right out of its mouth and snagged in the
roots. You’ll see it hanging there if you come with us this weekend.”“Will that be all right with your
dad?”I’d never met anyone with a cabin, and didn’t know if people routinely invited strangers to
their retreats.“Oh yeah,” he said. “I bring guys with us all the time.”He stepped up into his bus,
took a seat, and hung out the window. “I bet that hog would go for a small Flatfish,” he said. “Frog
pattern.”“Maybe a Rapala!” I shouted over the roar of the bus.But he’d already pulled his head
inside, and my words were lost in a cloud of exhaust. From the football field, Coach Melvoy
howled, “Defense!”* * *Tuesday, I saw Kelleher between second and third period. He told me
that, in the slower water, you couldn’t keep the smallmouths off a black Mister Twister.
“Seventeen inches, some of them,” he said. “You’re going to love this creek.”“My folks aren’t too
sure,” I said. “They want to know what time we’ll be back.”“Sunday late. My father and I like to
make a full weekend of it. That’s the way we are down there in the woods. Late Sunday, tell them.
Very late.”A full weekend at a cabin in the wild Southern Tier sounded great to me. Most
weekends my father played accordion at weddings; I don’t think he’d ever been south of
Cheektowaga in his life. Fish were something he brought home from Felice’s on meatless Fridays
—breaded and fried, with coleslaw.“How many bass have you caught?” I asked Kelleher as the
bell rang and a stampede of enormous men dressed as boys blundered around us.“How many?”
Kelleher repeated. He trained those weary, hooded eyes on me and nodded like an old sailor
giving up a treasured detail of an epic voyage. “More than you can shake a stick at.”He slammed
his locker shut and hurried down the now empty hall, and I stood there. More than you can shake
a stick at. It sounded like something my grandfather would say. But all I really heard was, bass,
trout, mountains, cabin, bass, trout, mountains.Father Moretti gave me detention for being late to
class. I used the time to make a list of things I’d need at the cabin.* * *Wednesday in the
cafeteria, over Spanish rice and gray string beans, Kelleher casually mentioned that we could
always catch “a mess” of native brookies. “If we want to bother with them.”The only brook trout I’d
ever seen were either on a Winslow Homer calendar down at the Mobil Station, or lying on a bed
of fresh-plucked ferns in a Genesee Cream Ale ad. Kelleher said “hundreds” of them lived in the
feeder streams that flowed into the creek by his cabin. “They don’t get big. Twelve inches,



maybe.” He forked a heap of Spanish rice into his mouth. Around it, he added, “Fourteen, tops.”A
fourteen-inch brook trout.“Can your father call mine?” I asked.His face went dark. He stopped
chewing. “What about?”“You know, that it’s okay for me to go with you and sleep over and
all.”“Look,” Kelleher said, “I don’t see him every day. I live with my mother.”I felt my face flush.“I
just mean… well, my parents will want to talk to—”“I don’t like to bug him,” he said. “We’ll pick
you up Saturday morning, seven-thirty. They can meet him then. Good enough?”He went back to
eating, silent and more serious than I’d ever seen him.“The brookies,” I said. “What do they hit? I
mean, if we bother with them?”“Anything.” He was smiling again. “Everyone knows they’re the
easiest trout to fool.”* * *By Thursday I was missing questions even the football goons answered,
failing tests I could’ve written. When I wasn’t staring out the classroom window at the
smokestack of the graphite plant where my father worked, imagining that cabin in the hills, I was
making lists of lures and baits to bring: salted minnows, nightcrawlers, and wood grubs for the
trout; spinners, jigs, and soft-shell crayfish for the bass. I fasted like a monk, saving my lunch
money all week. After school I went to Cruickshank’s Tackle Shop and bought split-shot, snelled
hooks, and a small Daredevil spoon to fool that monster brown.“You might bring a couple of big
plugs,” Kelleher said as he looked over my list. “Pikie Minnows, maybe.”I looked at him. “Pikie
Minnows?”“I was reeling in a small trout one time and something huge nearly tore it in half.
Muskie, I figured from the bite radius.”The bite radius? “A muskie? In the mountains?” I
said.“Hey, who knows? Chautauqua Lake isn’t that far away. Maybe an osprey or a kingfisher
picked up a small one and dropped it in the creek. Wouldn’t take long to grow big with all the
food in there.”A muskie. It sounded perfectly reasonable to me.* * *If I attended classes that
Friday I have no memory of it. I vaguely recall staggering through the halls, shoved and hip-
checked from one giant to the next, and not caring. At lunch I got Kelleher to look at the schedule
I’d worked out. We’d fish for bass when we got to the cabin Saturday morning, maybe cast some
big lures for that muskie. Midday we’d go for the brookies in the feeder streams, and wait until
evening for that old brown. We’d leave Sunday flexible, so we could fill our limits of each species,
on the odd chance we hadn’t already. I’d drawn it all up on a chart.“Looks good to me,” Kelleher
said. Then, as if it had just occurred to him, he said, “I don’t know if you’re interested, but when
we’re up this one feeder creek, remind me to show you a pool where I had something odd-
looking rise to a Black Gnat one time.”“Odd-looking?”“Don’t get your hopes up, but have you
ever heard of grayling?”Obviously, I should have screamed, “Grayling? In New York State?” But
by then if Kelleher had said, “giant squid,” I would’ve gone shopping for a harpoon.That night,
while the rest of the student body cheered and stamped their feet like buffalo in the football
stands, I packed a lunch for the ride down to the mountains, spread all my tackle across the
kitchen table, honed hooks, oiled my spinning reel, practiced tying barrel knots, and polished
every piece of metal on every spinner and spoon I owned. I made myself a bed on the couch in
the living room so the early-morning alarm wouldn’t disturb my parents and little brothers and
sisters. All night I lay there staring at the ceiling, trying to picture the mountains, the cabin, the
creek.Saturday morning, as the sun rose, my gear sat heaped on the curb and I paced the



sidewalk in front of our house, my brain alternating between disappointment and hatred. I kicked
our fence so hard I broke a slat, screamed at God Himself in the heavens above, and later went
to confession. I spent that evening down at the river, smashing bottles against the bridge
abutments, too angry even to fish. Maybe too angry ever to fish again.* * *Monday morning,
oblivious to the triumphant jocks and their fans rampaging up and down the hall, I caught
Kelleher in front of homeroom. I planned to punch him—first thing—and I didn’t care if Father
Moretti excommunicated me, a kind of eternal detention. I wanted to maim Kelleher, to kill him. It
was all I’d thought about for two days. Yet when I faced him, I found myself talking instead. Or
maybe whining.“I waited all morning.”“Sorry,” he said. “Something came up.”“I set the alarm for
five o’clock so I could catch more nightcrawlers before it got light.”“Hey, that’s a good idea,” he
said. “Really. I’ll remember that one.”“Sat on the curb like a jerk. My sisters are still laughing! My
brothers.”“Oh, man, that bites,” he said. “I don’t have any brothers or sisters, thank God.”“What
happened?” I hoped there was a truly good reason for the betrayal.He told me there’d been a
mix-up. That his father’d invited some men for the weekend. He didn’t know my last name,
couldn’t call me. It occurred to me that I didn’t know his first name, but I was too pissed to think
about that.“I tried to call you,” I said. “There are no Kellehers in the phone book.”“Um, it’s under
my mother’s last name. And my father lives in Tonawanda. Sorry.”My anger sagged. I’d kept it
afloat as long as I could. “So your father went with his friends. Does that mean you didn’t go
either?” The thought made me feel better.“Oh, I went. Me and my dad and two guys he works
with at the GM plant.”“You went?” I was ready for the bullshit fish story. What would it be—sea-
run salmon? Land-locked stripers? I was ready to nail him.“We didn’t fish much,” he said. “Mostly
we spent the weekend scouting for grouse.”“Grouse?”“And woodcock.”He told me about the feral
apple orchards the grouse loved, the great bottomland woodcock cover, while all around us
jersey-wearing giants traded high-fives, lockers slammed shut, and students pushed on to
homeroom.“Woodcock,” I muttered.“Neighbors have a cornfield, too, where we can get some
pheasants—you know, when we’ve limited out on grouse and timberdoodles. You should come,
opening day. No, you’re definitely coming. I’ll talk to my dad about it.”Kelleher went on and on
until the bell rang, and, trained as I was to respond to the stimulus, I drifted toward homeroom,
his last words hanging in the air—turkeys, birdshot, modified choke…I took my seat. A brute
named Farnucci leaned over from the next desk to stab me in the ribs with a thick forefinger. But
he couldn’t reach me. I was already halfway to the mountains.CHAPTER 2The Blue Pike
BluesTHE WORLD IS FILLED WITH two kinds of people. There are those who live in the vividly
real present, embrace the possibilities of the future, and know precisely where the past belongs
(i.e., in the past). And then there are those of us who fish.With the possible exception of teachers
of Romantic Poetry, we fishermen are the biggest bunch of dewey-eyed nostalgics on earth.
Never mind that even the fairly recent past was a time of outdoor toilets, unrefrigerated beer, and
death by impacted wisdom teeth—not to mention serious hardships like untapered fly lines and
those cast iron Herter’s fly-tying vises that smashed hooks into tiny molecules of steel rubble. To
a fisherman, the only thing that matters about the cold, uncomfortable, disease-ridden past is



that the fishing was better—much, much better by nearly all accounts. That’s why the first full
sentence a young angler learns to say is “It sure ain’t what it used to be.”AS A KID IN THE late
1950s and early ’60s, I lived on the banks of the Upper Niagara River, a few miles above the
famous falls and just downstream from the infamous Love Canal. There I spent some of the
happiest days of my life in the shadows of the tanks and towers of the Hooker Chemical, Union
Carbide, and DuPont plants, wading up to my hips and diligently casting into the fetid, rainbow-
hued waters, catching almost nothing, ever, and listening to the older men bemoaning how bad
things were and how much better they used to be.My own father didn’t fish much, working days
at the graphite plant and weekends playing his accordion at weddings to keep me and my
numerous younger brothers and sisters in sneakers and pimple creams. So I would go next door
on summer evenings and sit on the porch with my best friend, Danny Humic (an only child), and
listen to his father tell stories of the incredible fishing he’d had as a young man just after World
War II. Apparently, in those misty days before my time, the Niagara was still vital and fecund
enough to withstand the onslaught of the heavy industry that had been lured there to its banks
by cheap hydroelectricity. The stories about the fishing abounded.For example, in the Lower
Niagara where it flows into Lake Ontario, there were once so many blue pike (a small subspecies
of walleye), that two men in a wooden skiff, drift fishing with their hexagonal steel casting rods
(this was pre-fiberglass) and those old backlash prone casting reels they used to use (this was
also pre-spinning), could catch dozens, if not hundreds, of the tasty little pikeperch in an
afternoon, feed their families, and sell the rest of their fish to the neighborhood saloons where
the sweet white fillets appeared on the menu several days a week.Not only were there more of
every species in those halcyon days, the stories went, but everything was gargantuan. Mr. Humic
had a photo of himself as a young boy in the 1930s straddling the enormous midsection of a ten-
foot sturgeon his uncle had caught on a trotline in the Niagara just off the end of the street where
we lived. A few miles upriver, within sight of the Lackawanna steel mills, anglers trolling with
Pikie Minnow plugs took some of the biggest muskies in North America. And, almost directly
under the falls, in the foamy eddies near the Maid of the Mist tour boat dock, Mr. Humic himself
(the first fly fisherman I ever met) used to catch stringers of hefty smallmouth bass using a
wooden popper with bucktail legs. I got to see the actual lure, its frog-spotted paint job nearly
lost to the teeth of fish I could only imagine, as Mr. Humic reverently lifted the relic from his tackle
box as though it were the jawbone of the great fisherman, St. Peter himself.I fished nearly every
weekend under Mr. Humic’s generous tutelage, from when I was ten years old to when I turned
eighteen and I realized that it was 1967 and time to grow a beard and learn to play a guitar. And
between Danny, his father, and myself, we might have caught two dozen game fish of any kind in
all those years. It seemed as though there had been this brief moment when the victorious GIs
returned from Europe and the South Pacific and were rewarded not only with a robust economy
and decent paying jobs, but with American rivers and lakes still teeming with fish. Danny Humic
and I and the rest of that huge new bubble of postwar babies grew into fishermen just as the fish
disappeared. By the mid-1960s, a good day on the Niagara was one with a couple of rock bass



in it.On weekdays during the summer, Danny and I would fish for bullheads, chubs, eels, sunfish,
suckers, and the dull-eyed freshwater drum we called sheephead. Many a day we were thankful
for a few stunted white bass—which would hit a spinner and obviate the need to drown worms.
We read every article in every magazine and we tried every lure that we could scrape up the
money to buy: Mepps, Abu Reflex, Lazy Ike, Swimmerspoon, River Runt, you name it. We
shoveled sidewalks in the snowy Western New York winters and bought modern, pushbutton,
closed-face spinning reels that allowed us to cast out far beyond the oil-glossed shallows and
into what we believed was the oh-so-fishy deep. Evenings, I read books about trout, and taught
myself to tie flies—hoping that one day I might get to see a stream that held those magical,
speckled, and rainbow-sided creatures. Sometimes I would go down to the Niagara at the end of
the street and use my fiberglass Sears fly rod to practice casting and watch my flies float on the
surface and pretend to believe that somehow there might, for some reason, be a remnant trout
or a salmon left living there in those oil-slicked waters just waiting for a chance to rise up and
slurp down my ragged offering.The Niagara was gagging on broken bottles and drowned metal
drums, tires, wheels, complete cars and astounding quantities of building materials: roofing
shingles, red tile pipe, lengths of rusting rebar, and massive chunks of ragged concrete. It was
as though a ruined civilization had been plowed into the water at the end of my street.And then
there was the algae. The algae that feasted on the yet-to-be-outlawed phosphates in the soap
flakes our industrious mothers used to scrub our muddy, bait-stained clothes. The algae that
smothered the underwater rocks and trash, growing and blooming until it became so dense it
broke free in undulating globs that made it impossible to cast into the river without pulling up
slimy green ropes of what looked like overcooked Swiss chard.But it was even sicker than it
appeared, poisoned by chemicals we couldn’t see: dioxins, PCBs, mirex, and the deadly heavy
metals that settled into the silted bottom, where they would lie mixed into the organic matter the
smallest invertebrates ate, contaminating the food chain from the bottom up.Everywhere Danny
and I went—at the last remaining bait shop, or down at the nearly empty marinas—grown men
would glance at the fishing rods strapped to our bikes, turn their eyes away from the stunted
bullheads on the stringer dangling from the handlebars, and shake their weary heads, muttering
something about blue pike.The first rule of plumbing is that everything disgusting runs downhill,
and we were downhill from Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio (where you could roast marshmallows at
the Cuyahoga River without bringing any matches). Only Lake Ontario, fifteen miles downstream
from us, was in worse shape. Lake Ontario was a virtual inland ocean with 7,340 square miles of
surface, millions of gallons of water pouring down over the great falls and through the Lower
Niagara into it every day, and carrying with it every foul thing that the not so great lakes,
Superior, Michigan, Huron, and Erie had flushed out.Please, don’t get me wrong; I’m not
complaining. Really, I’m not.Unlike poor Mr. Humic, Danny’s father, who had seen the glorious
full-stringered days of the ’40s and ’50s, I had nothing to compare our dismal fishing with, and
enjoyed what I assumed was a wonderful time, blithely slipping and sliding over algae-covered
industrial waste in pursuit of trash fish. To this very day, I thank God I had the opportunity to grow



up on the banks of a river (such as it was) instead of on a farm, say, or a country club, where less
fortunate boys have been known to take up kicking inflated pigskins or clubbing little white balls
into holes in the ground.Moreover, having been confirmed a fisherman in the Church of the
Perpetually Skunked I was prepared for challenging angling later in life—saltwater fishing, for
instance. Some of my current flats fishing partners grew up in places where people actually
caught fish, and they suffer mightily at the cruelty of uncooperative permit, finicky tarpon, and
over-nervous bonefish—all of which, on any given day, I am fully prepared to not catch.I’m
simply not qualified to say, “It ain’t as good as it used to be,” because as near as I can tell things
have never been better.Consider this. In the 1970s, finally driven out of Western New York by an
economy even worse than its fishing, I moved west and kept going until I hit Alaska, where I have
lived for the past three decades. Alaska’s fishing is superb by any standards, but for a kid from
the Love Canal it has been nothing short of dreamlike. So I never bothered to look back. Last
November, however, I was in Niagara County to visit family and I wandered down to Eighteen
Mile Creek near Burt, NY, a few miles from my brother Mike’s house, to get a little
perspective.The streams there along the shore of Lake Ontario are mere trickles, environments
suited more for the pumpkinseeds and rock bass I once fished for. So, as I walked from the
parking lot down the newly paved path to Eighteen Mile Creek, I was curious about rumors of fall-
run trout stocked in the lake and fattened on the baitfish smorgasbord there. Halfway down the
path, a man in camouflage waders came struggling up, hauling behind him a stringer of
enormous brown trout. The thirty or forty pounds of dead trout attached to his rope were being
thoroughly scaled and more or less eviscerated by the rough new asphalt over which they were
being dragged. That was a first for me. When I was a kid, trout were as foreign and exotic as
belly dancers—and at least as desirable.There was a wire mesh trash can, conveniently placed
at the bottom of the path to the water; it was loaded with fish. Up and down at the creek the
madness continued. Dozens of five- to ten-pound browns and a few steelhead lay strewn among
the dead autumn leaves. Everywhere, anglers cast bobbers and bait, apparently determined to
catch and kill these giant trout and throw them away. Someone explained that all they wanted
from the fish was the roe, which they would then use for bait to catch more trout—I guess, to get
more eggs to catch more trout. And so on. Or something. I was so stunned by the mayhem, I’m
sure I didn’t get it straight.It is true that those eggs won’t survive in the warm, sluggish creeks,
and that eating the flesh of Lake Ontario fish is discouraged due to residual PCBs and other
heavy poisons dumped into the Niagara back when I was wading there fifty years ago. But
having once been reduced to fishing for eels, I’m still not sure what to make of seeing guys so
ardently trashing trout. It’s like trying to figure out which is worse: a Muzak rendition of an already
painful Barry Manilow tune or their interpretation of “Ruby Tuesday.” A tough call, for sure.One
thing certain is that Niagara County has changed. The once moribund Lower Niagara gets
written up today in sporting magazines touting its spectacular steelhead fishing, huge schools of
lake trout fin in the deep eddies below the hydro dam, and charter captains troll for salmon and
trout in a lake where smelt once ruled the waves.Change is rarely completely good or bad. The



Clean Water Act(s) of 1972 and 1977 obviously made a difference in the Great Lakes. Divers will
tell you that in the now clear water they can see sturgeon feeding again at the mouth of the
Niagara beneath the two-hundred-year-old cannons of historic Fort Niagara. Sure, the water is
clear, in part, because of the billions of non-native zebra mussels that have swarmed the Great
Lakes, so these new sport fishing opportunities are available in somewhat less than Edenic
conditions. Today Lake Ontario is clear enough to see the bottom, though not the carcinogens
that coat it. The creeks are full of trout, but the trout have little value now. On the other hand,
while the blue pike may be lost forever, my young nephews and grandsons don’t have to fish for
chubs.I think my brother Mike displays a healthy pragmatic spirit when he says, “It’s great! Now
you can see a beer can fifty feet down.”Exactly.CHAPTER 3This Boy’s BaitTHE FIRST TIME I
SAW the Presti brothers, they were sprinkling coffee grounds across the front lawn of the little GI
Bill house my family had just moved into, one block inland from the Niagara River. It was 1953,
and the youngest Presti, Cosmo, and I would start kindergarten together at Pacific Avenue
Elementary in a few days.Neither five-year-old Cosmo nor I had yet contracted the
uncontrollable obsession with catching fish that still plagues me today. But his older brothers,
already afflicted with that madness, had been feeding and harvesting nightcrawlers from the
front lawn of the house I just moved into for years. What the Presti brothers knew, and what I
learned eventually, was that, with a level-wind bait-casting rig, a half-ounce bell sinker, a
package of snelled hooks, and a can of fresh-picked worms, a boy could catch almost
everything that swam in the Niagara. Cosmo and I came down with the fever soon enough. And
since the only treatment (and not much of a cure) for the fishing disease is fishing itself, we
picked worms most summer nights for the next ten years.It’s probably safe to say that the
common earthworm—our “nightcrawlers” being the fattest, thickest, and longest North American
member of the Annelida phylum—is the “gateway” substance that ushers most young boys into
the addiction we call angling. Like millions of young fishermen before us, Cosmo and I caught
our first fish, stoneroller chubs, on half a worm.All summer long, throughout our grade school
years, our lawns looked like rice paddies as we let the garden hose run and run until our parents
screamed at us. Evenings, after the last hide-and-seek games fizzled out, and the faint blue glow
of What’s My Line? or Bonanza emanated from living room windows, we crept on hands and
knees across the soggy grass, flashlight beams dancing before us as we tugged stretchy
nightcrawlers from their holes. We suffered wet knees, mosquito bites, fingers punctured by
thorny red barberry clippings, and, less painful but far worse, surprise handfuls of undetected
dog droppings. But we got bait.Neither Cosmo’s father nor mine fished, and so our fishing was
limited to places along the river we could reach on foot or bicycle. That meant behind the cement
docks, behind the water plant, behind Hooker Chemical Co. This was nearly two decades before
the Clean Water Act; the city of Niagara Falls is downstream from the steel mills of Buffalo, the
automakers of Detroit, the stockyards of Chicago, and the timber yards and iron ore docks of
Thunder Bay, Duluth, and Sault St. Marie. Most days, if we caught anything, we caught chubs,
carp, a stunted white bass or two, and we went fishless altogether on many. If angling were a



team sport, our mascot would have been a skunk.For much of the 1950s, gathering bait was
almost always more satisfying than fishing with it. Then the summer after fifth grade, a small, two-
bedroom home, a lot like mine, sprang up on the vacant lot next door. At first I mourned the loss
of my secret hiding places in the sticky milkweeds, the garter snakes and toads I caught there,
the Christmas tree forts and snow forts and clubhouses made of scrounged building supplies my
pals and I would no longer be constructing. But when a boy my own age, Danny Humic, moved
into the new house, everything changed for me. Danny’s father was a serious fisherman. They
owned a boat. A boat! I wouldn’t have been more excited if a troupe of female nudists had set up
camp there.This came at an opportune time. Cosmo Presti, my staunch fishing pal since
kindergarten, was impossibly handsome—even as a small child. In our first grade class picture,
he stares out at the camera, his hair combed back in a ducktail pompadour, an impatient
irritation on his face, as if he’d been called away from cocktails with a beautiful woman to have
his picture taken with us children. You could pencil a black moustache under his six-year-old
nose, and it would look perfectly normal there. The rest of us look like freshly scrubbed potatoes.
By the time sixth grade rolled around, not only had he discovered girls in earnest, they’d
discovered him. To my great disappointment, Cosmo set his fishing rod aside, began wearing
ironed shorts, and started practicing the Twist. Far too shy to dance with (or even talk to) girls, I
found myself in need of a new best friend.Enter Danny Humic. Danny was an only child, and Mr.
Humic was happy to bring me along on their fishing trips—probably in part to distract the chatty
Danny and get a few minutes’ peace and quiet. My house was filling up with younger siblings (I
am the oldest of seven), and I was equally happy to join the two Humic men on their trips. The
Humics’ boat—a ten-foot Grumman aluminum skiff with a seven-and-a-half horsepower Mercury
outboard—fit on top of their Ford Fairlane station wagon. For the next five years or so, we took it
out almost every summer weekend, fishing the upper Niagara from the Peace Bridge at Fort Erie
downstream to the treacherous Navy Island drifts, just a couple short miles above the deadly
falls. When we really felt adventurous, we car-topped the skiff up into Ontario, north of Toronto,
where we camped, and fished Georgian Bay, Lake Simcoe, and the Kawartha Lakes.My
baitfishing horizons expanded. Winters, we jigged through thick Lake Erie ice for perch and
smelt, impaling the larvae from goldenrod galls on our bright chrome hooks. Right after ice-out in
the spring, we fished small shiner minnows for fat bullheads in Jordan Harbor off Lake Ontario.
Summers on the Niagara, we drifted for black bass with chubs, carefully threaded through the
lips, learning to resist the urge to set the hook on the first bite, instead opening the bails on our
new Garcia Mitchell 300 spinning reels and feeding out line until the bass had turned the bait in
their mouths. We caught grasshoppers and crickets and fished them on fine wire hooks for wild
brook trout in small clear streams up on the Bruce Peninsula. We fished for monster spring run
rainbows in the Finger Lakes streams using huge white wood grubs with frightening pincers. And
yes, we fished with worms too. Danny’s father expropriated the insulated aluminum milk box in
which the Wendt’s Dairy delivery man left his bottles by the Humic side door. We never went
anywhere without it—full of peat moss and nightcrawlers.* * *I’ve lived in Alaska now for more



than thirty years, where live bait is prohibited by fish and game regulations to limit the invasion of
non-native species. I haven’t impaled anything alive on a hook for decades, and one of the
things I miss about bait fishing is the wonderful variety of predator fish that live bait attracted—
including species you’ll rarely catch on a lure or a fly. Eels, for example, provided us endless
hours of entertainment, as well as various members of the catfish family, yellow suckers, and, of
course, carp. I realize that carp have now been declared respectable fly rod fish, and that there
are carp fly patterns, carp guides, probably a line of carp fishing apparel and sunglasses. Fine. I
don’t doubt the difficulty of fooling them, their selectiveness, or their fighting capabilities. I just
cannot erase my memories of the first couple decades of my life spent spearing, shooting, or
otherwise disrespecting them. But the hardest thing to forget is their fetid environs, and the way
they spent their days rooting through the industrial wastewaters of my youth. Though, now that
I’ve written that, I have to admit I spent a lot of said youth doing exactly that myself.
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paddln, “Loved the book ... couldn't put it down .... As a life long caster trying to catch fish, I
really appreciate Richard Chiappone book, Liar's Code: Growing Up Fishing. If you're a fan of
Bill Heavey of Field & Stream, you'll love this book. One day, I would like to visit Richard
Chiappone's Alaska for some fishing adventure.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A wonderful book for every reader. This is a wonderful collection, truly a
book for all seasons. Some of the pieces are outrageously funny, others beautiful and elegiac.
Some are fascinating travel pieces, informative but hilarious; others touching recollections of
coming of age in the outdoors. Everything is beautifully written. If you enjoy stories of the
outdoors, this collection is a must. Even if you only venture outside only to go to a restaurant,
you will love this book, too.”

Ebook Library Reader, “So nice to read about a real place and real people. Went to high school
with the author. So nice to read about a real place and real people. Rich has a way of adding wit
and humor to his writing that is contagious. Great read even for someone who is not a fisherman.”

Robert J. Stark, “An easy read to be enjoyed by anybody. From the first page I was hooked. An
easy read to be enjoyed by anybody. It was fun to learn about his childhood as a small kid who
did not fit into the competitive sports scene for lack of physical size; and how he found joy in
nature instead, which he carried throughout his life alongside his hand-tied flies. This one is
going to friends who spend most of their time outdoors, for the readers who are not looking for
something difficult yet very enjoyable.”

LA Meredith, “Much more than fish tales. Loved this book! Skillfully woven essays. Highly
recommend.”

W.E. Murphy, “ring true to we old fishermen who wish we could write like Chiappone. He's the
real thing. These stories, some of them about fishing as a child, ring true to we old fishermen
who wish we could write like Chiappone. He's the real thing.”

The book by Richard Chiappone has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 10 people have provided feedback.
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